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In other words, our goal is to determine the breakup momenta as each fragment comes off at the point of ionization



The Inverse Problem
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[1] EEG. Digital Image. MyDoctor.com.au, 15, May 2013. 
https://www.mydr.com.au/tests-
investigations/electroencephalogram-eeg
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[1]
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This is essentially an example of the inverse problem because we go from momenta to understanding the fragmentation dynamicsOur experiment is an example of an inverse problemWe want to UNDERSTAND the fragmentation dynamicWe are doing an inverse problem, but with molecular dynamicsWe are looking at final position of a fragment and working our way back to the initial conditions: in our case the point of ionizationWhat we are doing is basically an inverse problem, but with molecular dynamicsAn inverse problem involves taking the final conditions or results and working backwards In our case, we look at the x and y position of the fragment as it hits the detector as well as TOF to solve for the initial breakup momenta of each fragment at the point of ionization



Types of Fragmentation
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Concerted Fragmentation:

ABC → A + B + C

Sequential Fragmentation:

ABC → AB + C → A + B + C

Intermediate 
molecule
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We 



Plotting the Sequential and Concerted Breakup of Carbonyl Sulfide

[2]: T. Severt, et al., Native frames: A new approach for separating sequential and concerted three-body fragmentation. (2019)
[3]: Jyoti Rajput, et al., 120, 10. (2018)

If Sulfur breaks off first
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[2]

𝑝𝑝𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝑝𝑝𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,𝑆𝑆

𝜃𝜃CO,S

[2], [3]

OCS → CO2+ + S+
→ 𝐶𝐶+ + 𝑂𝑂+



The Experiment

-COLTRIMS: Cold Target Recoil Ion
Momentum Spectrometry

-my role: analyze the three body 
fragmentation of formic acid and 
look for sequential fragmentation 
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[4]: COLTRIMS. Digital Image. Roentdek.com, 
http://www.roentdek.com/Coltrims/

[4]
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Coltrims is where we start with a neutral molecule. This technique allows the computing of how the momentum is distributed among the three dimensions Travis is looking at 4 and 5 body breakup-start with a jet of the molecule and apply the laser to it (interaction region) so it ionizes. The electric field E accerlerates the ions towards the detector which measures time and position

http://www.roentdek.com/Coltrims/


Formic Acid or HCOOH

-Example Three Body Channel:
[5]
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H+ + HCO2
2+

→ H+ + CO+ + OH+

[5] Formic Acid. Digital Image. Quora. 4 July, 2019, 
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-formula-of-methanoic-acid

or
→ H+ + H+ + CO2

+
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Presentation Notes
Here is an example of three body breakup I would look attwo different options for sequential fragmentation: we can look at which is more dominant, their different energy distributionsTravis is looking at 4 and 5 body breakup

https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-formula-of-methanoic-acid


Two Body Breakup Channels
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HCO+

OH+
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The channel on the left it OH+ and CHO+, which looks pretty sharp and clear. The channel on the right is from water, which is less likely to form looking at formic acid structurally and also in how faint it looks in the image



Problems with the Detector
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There is a problem with the efficiency of our detectorWe have a giant hole (about 20 mm as you can see) so basically anything that breaks along the laser polarization direction goes into that hole and in strong field ionization, we generally expect a lot of ionization along this direction so we are losing a lot (we are actually probably only partially seeing the previous channel that I showed)This is probably what is preventing us from being able to clearly see any other channels (particularly three body)We are in the process of calculating exactly what this efficiency is by comparing it to data taken from a paper on a similar experiment with formic acid



Digitizing Data from Wang et al. [6] 

Laser polarization

pOH

[6] [6]

[6] C. Wang et al., Chem. Phys. 430, 40 (2014).

KER Momenta 
distribution XYT data
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Red points are points for channel that we are analyzingBased on their data, we can expect our angular distribution to look like this (channels to show up along the direction of polarization)We can convert KER to r (the momentum vector) Angle was angle between momentum of the fragment and what we call the k hat direction, which we define as (0,sin(thetak),cos(thetak)) where thetak is the angle between the TOF direction in our experiment and the polarization of the laser. We experimentally set this angle equal to zero.We digitalized the data and used a monte carlo simulation to convert these distributions to data points like the XYT data in from our experiment



Calculating Efficiency of the Detector

[A] [B] 𝜖𝜖 =
𝐴𝐴
𝐵𝐵

𝐴𝐴 = Є𝐵𝐵
Efficiency

Simulated
experimental 
data

Measured 
data

Relative Efficiency of 
OH+ + HCO+
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Counts axis is a log scaleEfficiency is a log scaleAnything in white is below 0.0001% efficiency1% is green, 10% is yellow



Future Outlook

- The efficiency calculation method can be recreated for similar 
experiments

- In order to successfully perform this experiment, it would be 
necessary to use new MCP plates

12[6]: MCP Delay Line Detector. Digital Image. Roentdek.com, 
http://www.roentdek.com

[6]
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This experiment needs to be run with a detector with uniform efficiency
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Digitization Process

● Calculated magnitude of momentum from KER
● Get the momenta distribution in the XYZ directions
● Solve imaging equations from our experimental set up to get 

XYT data
● Use theta and phi distribution to get angular distribution 
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Digitized the data from their graphs in OriginUsed a random number distribution to go from distributions to a list of eventsUsed vector conversion to convert to our experimental coordinates and get breakup momenta in the XYZ directionsUsed our derived momenta imaging equations to calculate XYT dataCalculated Efficiency as a function of distance from the center of the detector by diving our XYT data by their XYT data 



Converting Digitized Data to XYT Data
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k̂

î

ĵ

Φ

θ pOH (r)

First we convert from polar to 
cartesian coordinates. 

ẑ  (TOF 
Direction) 

ŷ

x̂

Then, we convert to the 
coordinates of our 
experiment: XYT
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Phi is perpendicular to laser polarization, has uniform distributionTheta is the angular distribution between laser polarization and momentum of OH+ (could also be HCO+)First we convert from a distribution to a list of events using random number generation and the Monte Carlo Simulation Then we convert from polar to cartesian coordinatesThen we convert to coordinates in our experimental set up (XYT) where z is our time of flight direction



EEG as an Inverse Problem
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Electrodes on the head to detect brain waves
EEG. Digital Image. imotions.com, https://imotions.com/blog/what-
is-eeg/

Sample EEG recording
EEG Scan. Digital Image. mayfieldclinic.com, 
https://mayfieldclinic.com/pe-eeg.htm
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electrodes detect your brain waves and the EEG machine amplifies the signals and records themA signal is measured by the EEG and the goal is to determine where in the brain the signal is coming fromDetermined which areas of the cortex are responsible for processing information at a given timeThe billions of nerve cells in your brain produce very small electrical signals that form patterns called brain waves. During an EEG, small electrodes and wires are attached to your head. The electrodes detect your brain waves and the EEG machine amplifies the signals and records them in a wave pattern on graph paper or a computer screen (Fig. 1).��

https://imotions.com/blog/what-is-eeg/
https://mayfieldclinic.com/pe-eeg.htm


Background of OH+ HCO+ Channel

●

OH+
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HCO+
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These are the same two channels we were looking at before: as you can see the left channel is faint meaning all there was some in the background, the channel most likely did come from formic acid, which is to be expected since only one bond had to break and this channel had a very high probability of forming. The channel on the right is very strong though, suggesting it did come from the background which also makes sense since water is less likely to form since two bonds have to break and the hydrogen has to recombine with the OHThe water could also be because are solution of formic acid is about 88% formic acid and 12% water 



Newton Diagrams and Dalitz Plots for three body breakup of OCS into O+C+S+

[4]

Dalitz PlotNewton Diagram
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[4]

[4]: T. Severt, et al., Native frames: A new approach for separating sequential and concerted three-body fragmentation (2019)
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-Newton Diagrams and Dalitz Plots are a previous method of identifying sequential and concerted fragmentation -in the newton diagram, we chose one fragment (S) and plot the relative momenta of th other two with respect to S in the x and y directions (rel of C wrt S is seen in pink while rel of O wrt O is seen in black)-Newton Diagrams are momentum correlation maps of the three different body fragments (we observe sequential in the ring like structure formed in the graph)	-the ring is due to the constant KER because energy is conserved in the center of mass of the second step (when the o and c breaks up)	-no units because they are relative magnitudes (each divided by magnitude of S momentum) -Dalitz Plots display energy sharing among the three fragments. We observe sequential breakup as a straight line in the momentum distribution range	-the dotted line around the graph is where momentum conservation lets us fall in	-we have two lines for the two options-if the S breaks towards or away from the initial center of mass from the molecule
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Here is the same plot but just the background data, or taking data before we ran any formic acid so we knew what to subtract out as from the background. Again, where the two lines from ions intersect in the middle of the line with negative slope is the channel we are looking at. As you can see, these are not from formic acid but from what was in the chamber before the experiment
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We can identify ions by plotting the mass to charge ratio of the ion. We can look at the mass to charge ratio (x value) that corresponds to the peak and calculate an ion with that mass to charge ratio (in atomic mass units to make things easier)



The Imaging Equations

-Used kinematics to derive equations for the momenta in each 
direction when there are N bodies (for N body breakup)
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-in each direction, the ions behave classically: we know the acceleration (from the electric field), the distances each ion travels, and the TOF -we can use a system of equations, including momentum conservation to solve for the momentum in each direction and generalize this to include N ions instead of just two



Our Analysis Method

-We can use basic mechanics to observe the fragmentation process 
of any molecule

22
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-Say we have some molecule consisting of ions A,B, and C-If we have sequential fragmentation, (say C breaks off first), the dipole of the remaining AB ion causes it to spin (gain some angular velocity) -We can use the relative angle between C and the AB ion to identify sequential fragmentation and use mechanics to calculate the velocity vectors of each bodyThis method is different because it can extend to multiple bodies (more than three!)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a coincidence plot with plots TOF of the first body that hits the detector vs the other. Channels can be observed as straight lines negative slopes due to momentum conservation. In this plot there are a lot of randoms and a good amount of background which made it hard to recognize channels, however I was able to identify a coupleThe blobs are also false coincidences which are correlations between diff molecules from diff laser shots and are also from dimers
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